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Feng Shui for the Mind, Body & Soul is a guide for the modern spiritual seeker. Part memoir,

part manual, this powerful book shows you how to understand and trust your journey in order

to fulfill your life's purpose while incorporating concepts of Feng Shui in an easy-to-understand

and implement manner.Feng Shui for the Mind, Body & Soul is filled with information for those

who have recently started their spiritual journey as well as those who are well on their way to

fulfilling their life's purpose.Don’t like your job anymore? Discover balance and harmony—Feng

Shui It!™ �Tired of failed relationships? Feng Shui It! �™Want to prevent dis-ease before it

manifests? Feng Shui It! �™So, I invite you to follow me… Let’s Go Feng Shui It!™

About the AuthorIvy Henderson Ellerby is an entrepreneur, classical violinist, speaker and

author. Her life's purpose is to help people heal their lives by integrating a Mind-Body-Soul

approach. Ivy has devoted her life to offering her clients clinical-level assistance with a

metaphysical (or holistic) approach. She was born highly intuitive and often thought of her gift

as something most people had until a severe automobile accident provided an "awakening" of

her gifts and made it clear her life's purpose was to bridge the clinical and holistic worlds of

healing. Ivy offers courses, workshops and Feng Shui consultations to individuals all over the

world. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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The world that you and I live in is a boundless source of abundance. Did you know this? In fact,

life is timeless, and is a continuous stream that is eternal in nature. The presence of God is

everywhere and can be seen in each and every solid, liquid, gas, plasma, emotion and idea.

It’s impossible to separate ourselves from God because we are always connected to God. This

is not a book of religion however, but one of experience–an awakening of mind, body, and

Soul.I would love to say I was born a natural philosopher or a great theologian, but in fact my

journey was quite common filled with stories of victories and defeat, happiness and sorrow,

failures and overcoming adversity–just like any other life story. I am a clinician of psychology. I

am a Feng Shui Consultant. I choose to live my life authentically, purposefully, creatively,

abundantly and spiritually. I know that I am here, in this journey, for the “Soul” reason (pun

intended!) of healing beliefs between two worlds who say the same thing but speak very

different languages.My redirect happened in a major way on February 4, 2014–the day that

changed it all. Before that day, I had been given multiple nudges along the way that I refused to

acknowledge. I lost a job with a sizeable income and was caring for my dad who had received

his first diagnosis of cancer. I felt I needed a change in life-in a major way-but I didn’t know how

to make that life-altering leap. It was around 8:30am in the morning when I was severely

injured in multiple head-on collisions caused by a man who was texting and driving. I saw him

about to hit me and my then five-year-old son. I told my son that our car was about to be hit,

but I never anticipated what would happen next. The initial rear impact was so intense my small

SUV was propelled across one lane, a median and then directly into oncoming traffic. Hit after

hit, I struggled to comfort my terrified son. Before the fourth and final hit I screamed, “God save

us!” believing we would not survive another blow. In fact, I knew deep within that I would not

survive, and so in those seemingly long seconds, I accepted death.The accident left my body

mangled and damaged. Fortunately, most of the physical injuries happened to me and not my

son. It took months for me to learn to walk again and over three years before I could walk

without a limp. The near-death experience changed everything in my life–the way I thought

about life, the relationships I chose to nurture, and how I chose to spend my time and my

career.One morning while I was recovering, I saw a show on HGTV about renovating and

flipping houses. As I watched home stagers transform the space into a magnificent display of

furniture and decor that appealed to the senses I thought, “Wow, if I didn’t have to make

money, this is exactly what I would do.” That was the moment that birthed my company,

Eastern Design and Home Staging. To differentiate my services from other full-service

companies, I wanted to add the art of Feng Shui to appeal to the energetic connections that

buyers want to feel when looking for a forever home. And, with nothing but time on my hands

while healing-I studied, I read, I meditated, I prayed. I became certified as a Feng Shui



Consultant and finally understood why my mom had introduced this art to me as a child, it was

a convergence or a coming full circle moment for me. I now understand why my life played out

the way that it did, it was all serving a far greater purpose to not only help myself but others as

well. And that’s exactly why you’re reading these words in this book now. Let me explain…It

had been several years prior to the accident when my first Divine mentor told me that I should

consider going into Health and Wellness and that Feng Shui was useful in those areas. One

day, she came across a book she said would be useful for me to apply to our home for my son

who was born prematurely at 25 weeks gestation. The book was Feng Shui and Health: The

Anatomy of a Home by Nancy Santo Pietro. At the time, I was confused and did not know how

to apply most of what the book was discussing, so I politely slid it into my bookcase where it

remained until 2014. During my healing from the accident, I remembered what my mentor said

about Health and Wellness and its relationship to Feng Shui. So, I grabbed the book off the

shelf and instantly my wheels started turning. I discovered there was something to this thing

called Feng Shui that people needed to know more about.As my body got stronger, I realized

Western medicine could not bring me to full recovery. I began an Eastern medicine approach

with acupuncture, energy healers, a regimen of essential oils and flower essences. I

researched and started using herbs to reduce inflammation and returned to yoga. I integrated

Ayurvedic practices and I started making real progress in healing not only my body but my

connection to my Soul that had become weakened as well.Each of us is a Soul or non-physical

being that is connected to God or Source energy. Having a human body often results in

becoming disconnected from this Soul self through conditioning and living life according to

others viewpoints as opposed to staying deeply connected to one’s true self. Through these

healing modalities I was able to connect back to my Soul self which I believe is my (and all

beings) true essence. All of these “alternative” healing modalities that had been around for

thousands of years were working–really working–and I knew I had to tell the world how to use

these practices and healing tools so that more people could heal fully.I remembered how my

mother had taught me when I was a child to never talk publicly about energy, herbal healing

and other holistic healing practices because of how people would react, based on their

misunderstandings and fears, about this ancient knowledge. I also felt deep within that

someone needed to debunk the fears and all of the terrible misunderstandings about these

powerful ancient healing traditions and modalities. Someone needed to tell the truth, to explain

it in simple terms and spread the greater truth about these modalities far and wide. Turns out,

that someone is me! I began to understand how psychology and Feng Shui worked hand in

hand. I saw how theories in psychology supported theories in Feng Shui, yet Feng Shui was

thousands of years old. The Chinese had thousands of years of observations that Chinese

Masters very closely documented and archived so that the knowledge could expand and

evolve.I knew these two worlds I had learned so much from-both the clinical and now the

spiritual-shared similar principles but were essentially speaking two totally different languages.

Both were clear to me. Both were valid. That is how I found myself to be a translator-the bridge

between both worlds. Moreover, I understood that what all of my clients really wanted out of life

was to feel better. They did not care if the methodology was called psychology or Feng

Shui.This book is an opportunity to share with you and the greater whole the understanding I

have been so graciously gifted. As so eloquently stated in Jerry and Esther Hicks’ 1980s audio

recording of Abraham:“I have not come forth into this physical world to get everyone to follow

the truth that I think is the truth. I’ve not come forth to encourage the world into a world of

conformity or sameness for I’m wise enough to understand that in sameness–in conformity,

there is not the diversity that stimulates creativity…”I resonate with this sentiment as the story



does not end or begin with me. I am only a part of the tale that will be picked up by others

through their own stories and experiences. Then, one-by-one, we will collectively connect the

dots of the Mind-Body-Soul.Today, I teach others how to apply Spiritual Feng Shui, which

brings spiritual balance into their lives and supports them in shifting from ordinary to

extraordinary. This book is not an instruction manual on Feng Shui or even one of those books

trying to convince you of something or provide scientific proof for incidents that have occurred. I

am sharing things that I know–little nuggets of information that I want to gift to you so that you

too may also live an extraordinary life. Some of it is knowledge gained and passed down over

thousands of years. Some of the information may be common. But hopefully, I can share these

nuggets with you in a way that is simpler and easier to understand than you may have

encountered previously.Maybe you have been on a search throughout your life to explain

thoughts you have considered and experiences you have lived and yet nothing comes close to

truly explaining it. Maybe that’s why my book has found its way into your life. Or maybe you

want to speak your truth without fear of being judged or criticized even though you don’t know

all of the “why’s” and you don’t have the answers to all of the questions. The fact is you are

here reading these words for a reason and I believe it is so I can extend the following invitation

to you:…I want to challenge you to engage in life, AUTHENTICALLY. Stand in your power and

allow your light to shine! Today is a new day and today you can begin this expanded journey,

with me-via this book-by your side.

Spiritual Awakening in the Modern World“I awoke only to find the rest of the world is still

asleep.”—Leonardo da Vinci To apply the principles of Feng Shui, you must be Spiritually

Awake enough to read a book such as this which supports you in recognizing that there are

powerful forces in your environment that you must work with even if you do not completely

understand them. Understanding the concept of Chi, an energetic life force that is often

invisible to many, is a huge first step. To accept that this invisible life force energy can be

adjusted by doing things such as moving furniture and items around your home, and by

hanging crystals throughout your space can be mind-boggling. I’ve learned over time that

humans are accepting of some principles that cannot be explained, while spending a lifetime

arguing other principles that are equally as daunting with no real rationale. Some beliefs are

just accepted to be so in our culture, while others must be proven beyond all doubt in order to

be accepted.I often have conversations with one of my friends contemplating the “Great

Awakening” of people today. And while we don’t always agree on the details of the

conversation, we usually end the conversation by laughing and simply stating, “What if…?”

What if this Great Awakening is not nearly as complex or profound as people try to make it?

What if the Awakening is merely about being more conscious in living the best version of who

you truly are?We might even find ourselves laughing about people saying, “Wake up!” yet we

notice that often these same people show little evidence of being awake themselves. They

believe every smoke screen and ploy presented on the news and social media. They really

show very little evidence of thinking for themselves while constantly complaining and blaming

others for their poor outcomes in life. We’ve all been there at some time or the other or have

known others who live in this way. Even so, a Great Awakening is occurring, and Feng Shui

principles hold an important key to your and my and all of our expansion in this time of

Awakening.I do believe and see from what’s happening all around us that there is a mass

awakening of consciousness. The number of people aware of our true spiritual purpose is

increasing. We are becoming more aware of the reason we are here at this time, in this life.

However, the complexity of being aware comes with a bit of spiritual baggage. Historically,



there has been a prevailing belief that to live a spiritually attuned life, we must adopt a list of

seemingly bizarre expectations. These bizarre expectations may include having false beliefs of

being disconnected from day to day activities, disagreeing with organized religion or being

“super religious,” or eating such a restrictive diet that nothing tasty could ever be consumed.

We foster an exterior view of what we call an “Awakened Person” and that this one should not

possess or indulge in any of the conveniences of modern society. We unjustifiably deem that

spiritual awakening translates into being totally out of touch with the ordinary means of being a

human and being in a body. I believe that you truly start to live only when you recognize your

true purpose in this life. You start to recognize that you are merely a dot on the page of

connected ideologies that form a larger body of consciousness. Your sheer existence ignites

the awakening of ideas and beliefs that shift the energy of mankind as a whole. And all of this

helps you see how you are part of that whole!To be truly spiritually awakened in modern times

is surprisingly quite simple and needn’t contain any of the limiting beliefs mentioned above. To

be awakened, you are aware of your life’s purpose and you consciously choose to spend your

time working on that purpose which is connected to a Divinely inspired goal. It means you are

aware that you are one person, containing one Soul, who is experiencing and learning from life

events. We are all connected because we come from Source, the Divine, God-which enables

us to complete a greater purpose far beyond what our minds can allow us to understand or

explain until after the task is complete.One of the complexities of being awakened in today’s

society is the tendency to spend too much time trying to prove your experience to be true

rather than staying focused on the task at hand-living your purpose and fully enjoying your life.

What I mean is that many have had certain “unexplainable” experiences or miracles that fall

within the beliefs shared with others, yet fail to acknowledge these events openly because they

cannot be “proven” or the individual is not equipped to convincingly explain the miracles to the

people around them. There is often a fear of mockery and shaming for admitting that there is

seemingly no earthly explanation for these experiences. In these instances, it can be easy to

fall victim to the ego that is issuing a warning not to stand in truth, to which individuals often

concede to by abandoning their Great Awakening. And so, one’s miraculous life is halted by

unsubstantiated fear and worry about the perceptions of others.Which means we must next

discuss…The EgoThe ego is the part of your mind that mediates between the conscious and

the subconscious. It is responsible for “confirming” your reality and it supports you in

maintaining a sense of separate, personal identity. Your ego knows the patterns of thinking that

may cause it to lose power and manipulates your thinking to maintain this sense of identity. The

ego will often tell you negligible situations are dangerous or harmful simply because it is a new

experience that has unknown outcomes. The ego stays in a constant state of “everything

unknown is dangerous.”One of the reasons why it’s hard to break free from patterns and

behaviors that limit mental and spiritual growth is because of subconscious beliefs about

yourself as well as specific situations. Your ego sabotages your best intentions to protect your

larger identity-no matter what that identity may be. The ego keeps you stuck in a place where

you have lots of action, but no forward motion. It allows you to do just enough to make you

appear to be making progress without disturbing your identity. Therefore, if you grew up

hearing from your family that you were never good enough, the ego will sabotage you every

time to ensure your engrained belief is your reality. It’s the reason why so many people fail at

diets and exercise, finishing school and being a good partner. There is something internally

that has picked up the belief that to become successful in these areas would contradict what

you have trained yourself to believe. Now, what I’m sharing with you is not meant to be a

psychology lesson, but it’s important to understand what has been happening within you (and



within all) so that you can begin to actively transform your reality into alignment with your true

purpose and reason for being here at this time.

Ebook Tops Reader, “This book so far is so amazing! Ivy is an incredible human being and

we .... This book so far is so amazing!Ivy is an incredible human being and we need more

people like her on the planet.”

H. Strang, “This is a wonderful book for those starting out on their spiritual path. This is a

wonderful book for those starting out on their spiritual path, for those interested in Feng Shui

and for those who desire inspiration for living their best life. Ivy Henderson Ellerby provides

easy to implement guidance to support you in living your purpose in body-mind-Soul. I highly

recommend this book to anyone who is curious about spirituality, Feng Shui and the body-mind-

Soul connection. I am so thrilled I was able to work with Ivy on this book as her editor and

watch her birth her gifts in this beautiful way!”

Emyrald Sinclaire, “Powerful and life-changing information!. I'm so grateful I got an advance

copy of this book before it was released! It's completely changed my outline on life in general. I

thought it might just be a book in order to move around furniture in my house to attract in more

peace and prosperity. Boy, was I ever mistaken! This book is such a powerful wake-up call to

us all in order to step into our power and truly live a spiritual life.Thank you Ivy for this powerful

and life-changing information!*The rest of you - buy this book immediately!*”

Brooke E, “Feng Shui your life -gift to yourself and give to others. As a mom, I don’t have time

to read a lot of books. Ivy has demystified spiritual principles in a way that’s practical and one

can understand to get their life back into flow. The practical and easy Feng Shui tips are great

and look forward to applying them immediately. This book is a must for the shelf to return to

over and over.Thank you for bringing light to my day.”

Leslie C., “A practical, easy to use guide to apply Feng Shui in every area of your life!. I always

thought of Feng Shui solely as a way to organize your home in order to create a harmonious

environment. However, after reading Feng Shui for the Mind, Body & Soul, I learned that it can

be applied to every area of your life. Ivy Ellerby easily explains how applying the principals of

Feng Shui cannot only transform your health, but also help carve your life’s path and define its

purpose. Each chapter ends with actions that you can take now to begin your journey and

spark your transformation. This is definitely a book that I will be using as a reference. I highly

recommend it if you are leaning into changing your life or desire a complete transformation!”

Ivy527, “A must have for Spiritual Awakening!!!. What an outstanding book to describe how to

live a great life! This book is very easy to read and gives easy Feng Shui tips to integrate into

everyday life. I enjoy having exercises to do at the end of each chapter to implement the

knowledge shared in each chapter! This book is one of my favorite books!!!”

MLD, “I loved this book. I loved this book! It was an easy read filled with great tips and

reminders of powerful ways to shift your life. Some of my favorite discussion points were
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around living an authentic life, trusting in your spiritual guidance, and tools to manifest your

best life filled with purpose.  Great read and inspiration!”

The book by Belle Calhoune has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 9 people have provided feedback.
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